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Ttris study was conducted to test the hypothesis that stimuLi preceding

the i.njection of insuJ-in would evoke an anti-cipatory conditíoned trypoglycenic

responseo

The subjects were 11 male rats 120-150 days old, with five subjeets in

the experimental group and six subjects in the control group. The exper-

inental session consisted of two phases. In Phase I a blood sample was

collected from the tip of the subjectls tail" f,t was then given an inject-

ion of .085 salj-ne solution and put in the conditioning cha¡¡rber for 15

minutes. At the er¡d of this period, the subject was taken out, and a¡¡other

blood sampJ.e taken" Phase II began when the subject received 80 units of

insulj-n per kilogram of body r,treigþt if it belonged to the experimental

group, or an equivalent r¡oIume of saline if itibelonged to the control group.

It was subsequently put back ints the chamber f,or an additional 20 ninutes"

At the end of this period a third blood salnple was taken and the subject

was returned to its home cageo Tests were carried out after six and 12

conditioning trials (on the seventh and 14th trials) r¿itfr the sane procedure

as above adhered to, except that for the ercperimental group saU-ne was sub-

stituted for insulin on these test trials. The Somogri-Nelson method was

used to deteru:ine blood glucose level"

The results indicated that a slight anticipatory CR appeared on the

first test trial but not on the second, The typically measured cond:itioned

hypoglycenic response, elicited when saline was substituted for insuli-n,

was evident i¡r the experimental group on both test trials" The Pavlovian
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mechanism of inhibition of delay r¿as used to explain the disappeara.nce of

the anticioatory CR after 12 conditioning trials,
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Since 1922, when insulln was isolated in the beta cells of'rthe pancreas

(nanting and Best, 1922), physiologists have found it diffictrlt to agree on

its basi-c mode of acti-on" Since the overall effects of insr¡lin in terns of

the lowering of blood sugar, glycogen s¡mthesis, and glucose utilizatj-on

was welJ. established, scientists have sought for nany years to understand

completely its mecha¡¡'ism of action. Alvarez-Buyl}a and Carrasco-Zanini

(1960) cite a study by Savchenko (193Ð who reported, in the Soviet liter-
ature, the otistence of a neurohr¡noral syste¡n wt¡-tch is responsible for

i¡¡su1i-n induced hypoglyeem:ia. Savchenko also reported that the system couLd

be classically conditioned. By repeatedly pairing a conditioned stimulus

(CS) with an injection of insulin, the ur¡dond:itioned stimulus (UCS), ttrts

previously neutral stiuulus (CS) in time comes to evoke a h¡rpoglycemic

response which closely tresemblesr that produced by Snsu11n.

Several years following Savcher¡ko!s report, some physiologists have

used the classical conditioning procedure as a means of investigating the

physiology of hpoglycerúa as well as to identify the refle>r pathway r,rhich

participates i¡ conditi-oned hypoglycenia" Although physiologists have

repeatedly demonstrated the conditioning of' the i:nsulin hormonal system,

psychoLogj.sts have practically ignored tlris area of investigation. As a
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result, most of':the literature avajlable for rerrier+ has been derived from

the physiologistrs laboratory" As physiologisùsn they were not pr:i¡narily

concerned with the associative aspects of learning involved in this con-

dj"ti-oned response but. rather with the physiological processes underlying

this phenomenono

As far as the available li.terature shows, the phenorr¡Enon of conditioned

hypoglycenia ÏIas most e<tensively investigated by AJ.varez-Buylla and his

associates (Alvarez-Buyl1a & Carrasco-Zarrini, 1960, Alvarez-Buylla, Segura

& Al-varez-Buy11a, 19ó1a; .al.varez-Buy1la, segura & A}¡arez-Buy1ra, 19ó1b)

in an atternpt to fathom the psychological prìocesses responsible for con-

ditioned hypoglycenia.

Alvarez-E¡yl1a and Carrasco-Zanini (fg6O) postulated that one possi.ble

mechanism which night be i.nvolved in the reduction of blood glucose cot¡ld be

the increased excretion of glucose via the urine" If, thi-s røas the case,

then h¡rpoglycenia sbould always be accorqnn:ied by glycosuria, They tested

ttris hypothesis by using the classical condi-tioning procedure, Io a con-

trolled o<periment dogs 'ú{ere presented r¡rith the sorurd of a metronone (CS)

paired srith .05 U insulin per kilogra¡r of body weight. û¡ne trial a day

was admin:istered for eight consecutive days, ûr¡ the nfuth day (the test

day) instead of insr¡lin an equivalent volune of saline soluti.on lrras

adm:Lnistered" lúhen blood sârrFles taker¡ i'nmediately before the injection

and 15 minutes after the injection and onset of the CS were compared, a

hypoglyeen:ic response equal in magnitude to the urrconditioned response was

revealed, without any acconpanying glycosurj-a.

In the same exlperiment, using the above conditioning procedure,
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å,lærez-Buy}la and Carrasco-Zaninl (1960) investígated the irnportance of

the beta cell"s of the pancreas in hypogþcenia. Dogs were made diabetic

(sustained hyperglycenia between 22O arñ, 33A mg.$ glucose for 2$, months) by

a single injection of alloxann After eight CS-UCS pairings, the CS plus an

injection of saline was given on the ninth trial. A comparison of blood

sam¡rles, taken irmediately before and 15 minutes after injection, showed an

average reduction of blood glucose at 233 Mg.É in these experinental ani¡nals"

Alvarez-Buy}la and Carrasco-Zanini (fgeO) extended their investigation

in a further atternpt to diseover if there was any mecha¡rj.sm in the pancreas

which was active i¡l conditj-oned hypoglycenia" In this e<periment they

surgically re¡noved the entire pancreas fron three dogs and subjected them

to the conditioning procedures described previously. Once again the results

revealed, as in the above studies, a eonditioned hypoglyeanic response wh-i-ch

was practically equal in magnitude to the hypoglyce¡aic response produced by

insulin in the conditioning trials.

The pronounced hypoglyceuric response to the eonditioned sti^nu1us in the

alLoxan diabetic dogs and in the ani.nals chron:icaIly deprived of their pan-

creas J.ed these investigators to postulate the existence of a potent hypo-

glycenic factor other than pancreatic insulin but practieally as effective

as the hormone in lowering blood glucose concentration. They concluded

that sj¡rce the reduction of blood glucose j.n conditj.oned hypoglycernia occurs

without any exogenous or lmown endogenous supply of insulin, it appears

necessary to propose a potent hypoglycemic mechar¡:j.sm medlated by the central

nervotls system (Cl¡S) r*hich is active in this conditioned response.

the above thesis roas indírectly supported in a study by V,S, Kulilova
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(f956) in wk¡-ich she reported that the threshold dose required to induce a

perceptible reduction in blood sugar v¡as four to five times h-igher for

decorticated dogs than for int¿ct a¡ri-uals. Qr the basis of her results, she

proposed that insulin plays the role of, a stj.:o¡ulator of i-nteroceptive re-

flexes active in þpoglyce¡rla.

The i?rElortar¡ce of the connections of ,the spÍ-nal medl¡]-la trith the

cerebral nervous system in the development of cond:itioned hypoglycenia was

evah¡ated in an e:<perinent þ Elena R.de AJ.varez-Buylla (1961). Tho weeks

after spinal section at the level of the sjxth cervj-cal vertebra, a group

of dogs received one conditioning trial per day for eight consecutive days,

The sound of a beII r"¡as the CS, and "O25 U insulin per kilogran of body

weight was the UCS" ûn the ninth day an equivalent volume of saline solu-

tion was substituted for insulin and was fot¡¡¡d to reduce blood sugar level

i-n these dogs by arÌ average of 24"6 W"l[, a response not significantly

different from the r¡nconditioned response (UCR). She suggested from this

observation that the aff,erent center and efferent mechan:ism of conditioned

hypoglycemia must be located jn the nerve paths above the level of this

section"

For a long t5-me it was suggested (Housay & Biosotti, J]3I) that the

hypophysis-h¡rpothalamus complec played an 5,ntegral role in the honeostasis

of the glucose mecha¡¡ism. Almrez-Eryl1a, Segura, and Alvarez-Brrylla (1961b)

investigated the role of ttris conplerc in condltioned hypoglycem:ia by means

of the classical conditioning procedure" They were seeking answers to three

basic questions, First, whether .05 U insulin per kilogram of body weight,

the dose used to establish a recognisable UCR and CR in no¡rmal dogs, t¡ill be
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effective in establishing a coilparable CR in hypophysectomiøed aninals"

Second, Íf this dose was ineffective, would increasing the dose enable these

ani¡als to acquire the CR. Thi.rd, whether hypophysectoqr would eUminate a

previously well-established conditioned hypoglycemic respons e o

they found that it was not possible to conditj-on a hypoglycenic response

in hypophysectonized dogs r.¡:ith .O5 U insuLin per ktlogram of body wei.ghtn

even after 20 condition:ing trials, and in spite of an average UCR of 25 MG.i6

reduction Ín blood glucose during condltioning, and although it was possible

to eondition defensive and alimentary reflexes" They found, hovrever, that

only by increasing the above dose by 20 ti-nes were they able to obtain a

significant CR in these anj-naIs after 10 conditioning trials. Their re-

sults also showed that only ani:nals eonditioned wi-th very large doses of

insulin (3 to 5 U per &ilogram of body weight) bef,ore hypophysectomy were

able to reacquire ¿ ÇR' sirnì]ar to that of pre-hypophysectorgr" Even th:is

was only possible after the r¡se of, a ninj¡um dose of 1 U ins¡¡lin per kilo-

gram of body weight in postoperative trials. The authors postulated on the

basis of their findings that a hypoglyeenlc factor, probably of hypothalamic

origin, j.s stored in the pituitary and plays ¿¡ important role in þpo-

glycemia" They reasoned that the appearance in the blood of raggressivee

dosages of insulin capable of produci-ng shock, as that adm:ln:istered to the

hypophysectonized a.ainalso would nobilize directly the producers of the

hypoglyeemic factor without the necessity for the intervention of the inter-

med'iary deposit in the trypophysis.

Alvarez-Buyl1a, Segura and Alvarez-Buylla, (fg¿fa) through a series of

surgi-ca1 operations, which involved vagotouy on dogs, cats and rabbitsr and
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the use of the classical conditioníng proceduren have advocated that the

vagus nerve form,s an irrtegral segment in the conditioned hypoglycenic re-

flex.

Ïf the a¡oount of research reported i¡¡ this area by psychologists is

any 5-ndication of their interest in studyi:rg the problen of neurohumoral

cond:ltioning, then it nay be assumed that their interest in this problen is
meagre. Ït is surprÍsing that so uuch evidence is presented supporting the

notion that such phylogenetically ancient systens, such as hr¡¡roral systens,

are subject to the larrs of learning" let, psychologists have not attelopted

to investi.gate whether the general principles of Pavlovian condition:ing

apply in the sarne Tray to these interoceptive reflexes as they do to the

ferniliar ecteroceptive ones. If, these principles do not apply¡ then what

un:i.que properties characterÍze the former"

Ïn the available lrlester"rr literaturen the first psychologist to report

a study using insuli-n as the UOS was Reiss (f959)" He attempted to show

that the overt behavioral ¡nanifastation of hyperinsulinism cor¡ld be class-

i-cal*ly conditioned. In his procedure a series of 1O daily injections of I
unit of insulin per 12 gralns of body weight was ad¡ui¡ri-stered to rats in the

presence of a CS, an intense light whi-ch was on for 20 m:inutes after the

injection, He defined the CS as composed of the sensory stinulation inci-
dent to passi.ng the hypodernic needle through the slcrn and peritoneuar, plus

the intense light, The UCR was described as extreme muscular f,laccidity

and retardation of nornal novements. ût the test trials the same procedure

as above was carried out as j¡ conditioning, except that an equívalent w}¡me

of sali-ne was substi-tuted f'or insulin. It was observed on the first test
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trial that the latency and length of the UCR was not sign:ificantly different

from that of the CR. There was, however, a progressive extinction over

five trials" Although his results were positive as far as tri.s h¡rpothesis

was coneerned, the fact that they t¡ere based on the visual obser¡ration of a

single person plagued his conclusionso

Segura (1962) studied the effects of size ar¡d frequency of reinforce-

ment on the acquisj-tion of the conditioned hypoglycemic response. He

factorially conbined frequency of reinforcement and dosage for dif,ferent

groups of experimental an:i¡naIs, where lors and hÍ-gh frequency were one trial
per day and three or more trials per day, respectively, and low and hi-gh

dosage were .0J U per kilogra.m and 1 U per kilogram of body weight, respect-

ively. An intertrial interval of three to sÍx hours was used for the high

frequency groups in order to j.nsure that their basal blood glucose level was

sirnilar to the pre-insulin 1evel before ¿drninistering the next insulin in-
jection" His results jndicated that there was greater acqulsitj-on of the

CR irl the high frequency-hÍgh dosage, and high frequency low dosage groupsc

However, the former group was difficult to work with as their h¡rperinsulin

s¡rndrome could not always be brought under eontroln His results were also

in agreement with the general findings of, classical conditioning er<periments

on the size and frequency of reinforcement on the acquisition of the CR,

In this study also Segura (tg6Z) investigated the possS.bility that the con-

ditioned hypoglycemic response night have been attributed to pseudocondition-

ing, with negatj-ve results"

Balagura (19ó8) reported a study in which he demonstrated that another

panereatic hormone, glucagon which has the opposite effect of insulin on
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blood glucose, can be used to establish a cond:itioned hyperglycemic response.

In this study the CS was defi,ned as the injection proeedure itself, and 18

rats were assigned to four groupso The group to be eonditioned, (irf5) was

deprived of food for two hours at the sane time each day and received. .ZJ

nilligran of glucagon intraperitoneally following each deprivation period

for five eonseeutive days" Follorring treatment, a series of, three sali¡¡e

injections (one per day) I'as given instead. of glucagon, and blood srrrtples

were taken 20 rrinutes after injection" To test for pseudoconditioning,

another grollp (I\Þ5) v¡as submitted to the same schedule as the conditioned

group but was given .25 m.iltiliter of sa]-lne solution Ínstead of the hormoneo

A third group (n=4) was run to test f,or possible cr¡nulative effects of the

glucagon injections. This group was deprived of food for two hours at the

sa¡ne time each day but was given five daily injections at random tj-ro.es" Or¡

the sixth day blood samples were taken without submitting these subjects to

an injection treatment. Group ¡* (IFa) was used to provide a measure of, the

size of the UCR. fn one session this group was deprived of food for tvro

hours, i:rjected with .25 xtrilligran of glucagon, and blood samFles taken 20

ni-nutes later.

The results of this ercperi-ment showed no cumulative effect of glucagon"

tn the fi-rst extinction trial h¡4perglycenia in the conditioned group was

equal in nagnitude to the h¡¡perglycenia of the group given a single inject-
ion of glucagon, and both of these groups showed a h¡rperglycemia whi-ch was

significantly different from that of the cu:mrlative and pseudocondi.tion:ing

groups. lhese two latter groups in turn were not significantly different

from each other, Balagura (19ó8) concluded that hi-s resuLts provide a elear



e:çãmple of elassicar conùltioning of a neurohumoral system.

Ïn the same report Balagwa (f9ó8) suggested that i¡rsulin induced

hyperphagia could be classically condiLioned. In tbis study six fe¡na1e

Shernan rats were kept under a 12 hour lighL, LZ hour dark cyc1e, with con-

tinuous reinforeenent for an adaptation period of two weekso Bar-press

rate was recorded for each subject durÍng a control, an experimental, and

an exti¡ction period, arranged to eoincide ¡+ith the two hours in which the

least amount of food was eaten, During the control sessions, the subjects

were handled and sharn i-njected r¡ith an empty syringe daily for four consec-

utive dayso The nt¡mber of bar-presses f,or the two hor¡rs following injection
was recorded" T¡mediately foJ-lowing the control session the e>cperinental

or insulin treatment was begun. An intraperitoneal injection of .025 U of
regular i¡sulin was arlministered daily for 12 consecutive days at the sarne

time of the day as the control injection had been given, and a record. of bar-

presses for the two hours after iajection was taken. Follor*ing t¿is treat-
ment, four subjects were given normal saline injection for six consecutive

days on the sa¡te schedule. The remaining two subjects were switched to .025

U of glucagon on the same schedule. A relatively stable pattern of eating

r*as rnaintained during the control, e<perimental, and extinction conditions.

The results of this study showed that operant responding to obtain food

increased significantly from a mean of 14 bar-presses i¡r the control sessions

to a mean of 39 bar-presses following insulin injectionso During extincti-on

the frequency of responses following the first three saline injections v,ias

not significantly different from those obtained after insulin injeetions.

During the last three injections the rate of response rapi-dIy returned to
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the control baseline level. The rate of, response of the two subjeets given

glucagon following insulin treatment i:mediately returned to the baseline

}eveI.

On the basis of t¡-is results, Balagura (fgó8) infemed that the link

between the injection procedure and the observed significant increase in

operant foodgetting response during the e:<tinction trials l¡as a conditioned

hypoglycernia, and he further postulated that neurohu¡oral conùitioning

moduLates foodgetting responses. His above inference gains support not only

from aLL the studies revievred. so far, but also from Ma¡rerîs (tgSg) revised

glucostatic theory of hunger"

A1I the studies reviewed so far, with the exception of those of Reiss

(1958) and Ba1agura,(f968), have used. dogs as e:cperimental subjects, possibly

because of the greater convenience, and control ach:leved when these a¡ri¡als

are used in this area of investigatj.on. For example, the Pavlovian harness

and sound proof conditioning ehambers, the method of remote injection of

drugs and colleeting blood samples deployed when dogs are usedn all con-

tribute to the realization of better control in the ercperiment.

Iqloods, I{akous, and tÌutton (1968) suggested a technique which, although

not clearly as effj.cient as the above used w:ith dogs, should be of interest

to psychologists whose budgets generally do not afford them to work r¡i.th

dogs. The technique suggested consists mainly of a method for collecting

blood sanples from rats r,rith relatively litt1e stress to the anlmalr a

factor which is particularly jn$'ortant in studying the condrtioned hypo-

glycenic responseo This technique demands very little skill on the part of

the erçerj-menter and takes less than one minute to execute" It involves



slicing off the distal 1 nillineter of the ratrs tail and collecti¡g "05

nilliliter of blood by gently tmitkl¡gt the tai]. The blood sanple is
collected by means of a nicropipette and analysed þ the glucose oxidase

method"

rn another reportr'tlrloods, Makous, and Hutton (19ó9) using the above

mentioned blood draw"ing technique, described a series of experiments in
which they studied the tenporal parameters of conditioned hypoglycenia in
rats' In these ocperiments they used a rvhite noise of 82 decibels plus the

injection procedure as the CS. Their general procedure Ìilas as fol1owss tr¡Ð

days before conditioning, about 1 nillimeter of the tip of the tail of each

subjeet was cut off. &¡ aIL other trials, each subject was transferred

directly from h-is home cage to a restrainer, where a blood samFle was taken

by removal of the scab of the wound" After this, the subject was gj-v.en a

subcutaneous injection of either insulin (f unit per 20 grans of body weight)o

or an equÍvalent vo}.me of saline, then put in individual enclosed chanbers

for 20 minutes (except i¡r the tine course study)" At the end of thi,s period,

the subject was returned to the restraj¡ring apparatus, where a second blood

sample was taken, and then final-ly returned to its home cageo Subjects

were treated on alternate days.

The first experi-ment was designed to study the effects of varying the

number of trials on the nagnitude of the conditioned h¡poglycen:lc response,

with an ain of deternlni-ng the optimr:ra number of trials for conditi-oning.

This experiment consisted of Èwo stuù1es with 13 subjects each" Different

groups receiving insuï.n, received either twon four, or six trials; or

five, seven, or nine trials. control anìmals for eaeh study were given

11
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equivalent volume of saline. All subjects in the insulin groups were given

three daily ercti-nction trials in r+hich saline was gíven instead of insr¡Lin,

The results of the study shol*ed that blood glucose changes in subjects

receivjng two, four, five, or nine condition:ing trials were not sign:ificantly

di-fferent from their controls, on the days they received saline j-nstead of

insuli¡¡. The blood glucose changes observed in groups receiving six or

seven conùition-i-ng trials however, were si.gnificantly different from their

controls on the first extj¡retion trial at least. Ìrloods et. aI. (f969)

concluded from these results that the optirrmm nr¡mber of conditioning trials
necessary for obtaj¡ring a signj"ficar¡t conditioned hypoglycemic response in
rats is six"

lhe second ecperinent was designed to test the effect of a¡ olfactory

cìf,e on the acquisÍtion of the conditioned hypoglycemic responsea The odor

was introduced withj¡¡ the chambers where the subjects were kept between

blood drawS-ngs by applying Mentholatr¡n to a gauze pack taped to the jnside

of the chambers out' of the subjectts reach. Groups of suspeets receiving

insulin were given one, two, four or six conditioning trials, and in another

group, insulin subjects were given five, six, sevenn or nine trial.sn All
groups that were significarrtly different from their respective control

groups on the first extinctioa trial were g5-ven at least two nore sueh

trials" The results show that al-l- differences on the first day of extinct-

ion were statistically significant e>ccept for those of the subjects receiv-

ing orrly one conditioning trj-al. If the results of this experiment were

compared with those of the preceding experiment, it wilJ" be revealed that

the process of conditioning is in some fundamental way more rapid with the
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menthol cue thalr u¡"ithout it" Another comparison between th5-s experiment

and the former inùlcates that, whereas the resul-ts of the forner experiment

suggest that the nagnitude of the conditioned hypoglycenic response deter-
iorates after six or seven conditioning trials, the rest¡lts of the latter
experiment shorøed that even after rrlne conditi-oning trials, the nagnitude of
the CR was still signifieantly different fron that of the appropriate

control group v¡hen an olfactory cue was used during conditioning.

Tlte third experiment was designed to investigate the magnitude of the

CR and UCR following different intervals of tÍme after injection of in-
st¡]-in and was aimed at deternining the optina] interval betrveen injection
and the drawjng of the seeond blood sanple" The j¡terval of time between

the injection and the second blood drawing was varied. in geometric pro-

gression from five to 1ó0 ninutes, Half of the subjects were given a

menthol cue and half were not, Half of each of these groups received insuli¡
and half received sali¡re on the conditioning tri-als" Subjects with the

menthol cue were given fi-ve conditioning trials, and those without were

given nine conditioning trials. A]-l subjects received saline on the ex-

tinction trials. The results of this experiment showed that subjects in
the sali¡re control groups experienced a slight i¡rcrease in blood glucose

that returned to baseline withjn 1óO ¡ninutes. the insulin injection caused 
_

a decrease in blood glucose that peaked between 80 and 160 ¡ginutes after
injection' tr{enthol had no stati-stically sigrrificant effect on the UCR

ej-ther to the saline or to insulin. The CRs for both insulin groups followed

the UCR very closely for the first 1O n:i¡utes. However, the CR of the sub-

jects t'¡ith the menthol cue followed the UCR for 1O minutes longer than that
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of the subjects w"ithout the menthol cue, although the difference lacked sta-

$ågtieal signifieance, lhe CRs peaked at about 2O ninutes after injectlon

and returned to the level of the control groups rrrithi¡ 8O minutes.

A review of the available literature, strongly suggests that conditioned

hypoglycenia is a demonstration of Pavlovian conditioning of a neurohumoral

systen" Th:is phenomenon has been repeatedly demonstrated. Unlike the

investigation of most other classicarly conòitioned response (eg", GSR,

conùitioned eyelid response and condi.tioned salivary response etc"). The

investigatíon of classj-cal conditioning of'hypoglycenia has not gone beyond

the mere denonstration of it"
The absence of such research may be attributable to reasons ir¡plied

earlier: the apparent lack of enthusiasm of psychologi-sts in thj-s area of

investigation, combined with the physiologistçs interest in this condi-tioned

response merely as a tool to provide infor"mation of pþsiological processes

underlying the phenomenon.

Ïn view of the present state of psychological research in thi"s area,

the present study was conducted not onJ.y to demonstrate conditioned hypo-

glycenia but also to investigate the possibility of establishing a con-

ditioned anticipatory response in the insulin hormonal system si-nilar to

that established in the fan:iliar exteroceptive conditioning situation"

If the general characteristics of, the conùltioned hypoglycenic response

apart from its long latency (an important consideration in the present

study) u¡s similar to those of exteroceptive conditioned responses, then it

State¡nent of the Problem
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$¡ou1d be predieted that remote stinuli, repeatedly paired rsith the UCS

would elicit an antieipatory cR (Pavlov, p,l¡O, rgzT). specifically in the

present study the anticipatory CR in the experimental animals was e>rpected

to be nanifested on the second blood samFle and to be elicited by the whole

complex of stimuli preceding thj-s bloo¿ samFle starting l¡:ith the removal of
the subject from its cage.

The present study is com¡rarable with an interoceptive conditioning ex-

peri.ment by Kry}ov, reported by pavlov (p, 3j, Igzn. I(r¡rlov denonstrated

that a series of previously neutral stimuli eg,, the sight of the ex-

perimenter and the sight of a s¡ri:rge, when repeatedly paired with an

injection of apomorphine, in ti:ne, come to evoke interoeeptive ref,Lexes equal

in strength to those evoked by the morphine itself.



Subjects

The subjects were 11 male Holtznan ÁLbino rats, 1'2O-J-5O days old at

the begi-nning of the *rperiment. They were individually housed, and kept

on an ad 1ib diet of Rrrina Chow and water.

Ápparatus

The conditioning chambers consisted of two wooden chambersn 10 inches

long by 10 i¡ches wide by 14 i¡rches deep, pa5::ted black on the inside,

They were fitted with nilk glass tops and grid floors two inches from the

base. The tr¡¡o chambers Î¡ere connected by a strip of plywood to i-r¡sure the

same di-stance and positien from each other throughout the experirnentn A

100 watt, 120 t¡o1t incandescent lamp, mounted on the strip of plywood nid-

way between the chambers and 10 i-nches from their tops, provj-ded the only

illunination in the room during the experi-mental sessiono The noise Ievel

j¡l the roon with the air cond:itioning fan on vras 74 decibels, as measured

with a Brtel and fiaer sound level meter (type LJ3L/32)" A l-c.c. tuber-

culin syringe, with a ! incir #25 gauge needle, was used for injeeting the

subjects. Disposable blood eollectÍng and diluting pippetes and vials

(#ZZLZ Becton, lickinson & Con) containing a I,J m:iJ-}iliter heparinized

diluent were used to coJ-lect and store (under refrigeration) blood saÍ$'Ies,

Procedure

CHAPTER, II

T}IE INVÃSTTGATTON

ûn Days 1 and 2 each anj-ml was handled for five ninutes and then re-
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turned to its home cage" The subjects were then randonly assigned to one

of two groupsr with five ani-mals in the ocperimental group and three i¡r the

control groupe Three additionat control aninals were run two weeks later"

Each a¡li.nal was assi-gned to a particular cha¡nber for the duration of the

experiment,

An Ðay 3 conditj.oning began and the follow"ing procedure was carried

out throughout the experiment. Each aninal was weighed, then taken to the

experimental room r"here it was firmly wrapped 5.n a piece of black cloth

which was secured with safety pins allor.ring free access to the tail. Then

the ùistal 1 millimeter of the tail was cut off with a sharp razor blade.

After the cut was rnade, a kind of shan blood sarrFle was taken which con-

sj-sted of tnilking? four drops of blood. unto a clean piece of tissue papera

sltfilkingt inr¡olves gently applying pressure r"rith the thumb and forefinger

as the hand is sIowly moved from the base to the tip of the taj-l-.

After the above procedure fþs ¿nim¡f was given an intraperitoneal in-
jection of 1 c.c. of ,085 saline solution per ktlogram of body weight"

Control- tests (lrroods et. alo , 1969) have shoy¡n that this concentration of

saline has no detectible difference ín effect as compared to the insulin

vehiclen After this injection, the animal was put into the conditioning

cha.mber for lJ ni¡rutes " At the end of this period, it was taken out of the

chanber and a second sham blood samF1e was taken, The subjects in ùhe en-

perimental group r¡¡ere then injected krith 80 units of regular insuli-n

(Connaught Medical Research Laboratories) per kilogram of body weight, 
\

whj-Ie those i¡ the control group, with an equivalent vol¡me of saline. This

dose was used as it was for:nd through pilot studies to reduce blood glucose
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level by 25M5.16 - 35Mg"% 20 ninutes after insulin injection. The subjects

were then returned to the chamber for a further 20 ninutes. At the end of

this period a thirci sham blood sample was takeno These and all subsequent

sa'¡p1es were obtained by removal of the blood clot or scab from the wound.

ïn order to pernit the physiologieal state of the an:i¡al to return to its
pre-trial, the anirnals ÌÍere rt¡n every other day. Thus, the CS consisted of

al-l the stinuli associated with the events occuning prior to the hypothesised

triggering of h¡rpoglycenla by insulin (Alvarez-Buylla and Camasco-Zani.:li-,

19ó0)" In the present study, these events, considered in a backrn¡ard tenporal

order were¡ insuU-n injection, drawing of the second blood samplen exposure

to the chamber cues, saline Ínjection, and drawing of the first blood sample.

0n testi¡rg days 9 and 16 (Trials ? and 14) the same proeedure as above

was followed, except that the ercperimental aninals received sali¡re on their

second injection instead of i¡sulin and actual blood samples were collected

instead of sham sampJ-es. The blood was drav¡n into a 20u1 nicrocapillary

tube by the capillary action of the tube. Trnmediately after removal of a

blood sam¡:le, i.t was added to the premixed heparin:ized diluent", It took

l-ess than one ninute to obtain a fully prepared blood sanple. Blood glucose

determination was nrade by the Somogyi-Nelson nethod (Grant and Moorhoì¡se,

1966) "



The results of the ocperi:nent are shown in Figure 1" The medi.an change

in blood glucose leve1 (I4g,%) is plotted for T:nial ? and Trial 1/+ in the

left panel and right panel, respectively" At the zero point on the abscissa

an arbitrary zero change in glucose level is indicated. The data points at

15 minutes are medians of the first sample (taken at the beginning of the

sessi.on) subtracted from the second saqple (taken at 15 ¡rinutes), while

plotted at 35 minutes are medians of the second sample subtracted fro¡n the

third sarnple (taten at 35 ninutes)" These changes in glucose level were

analysed by the Mann-hlh:itney U test for very snal} sanrFles (Siegeln 1956).

Although the UCR to insul-in on conditioning days is not shown in the present

study, pilot studies have indicated quite definitively that the daily dosage

used here produced a reliable decrease in blood glucose over several days

of conditionlng of 25Mtg.% - 3lM.g.%"

Since a comparison of the blood glucose 1eveI in the control and the

experimental groups on the first blood sa:nple taken on the two test days

yielded no significant difference between groups (IFI/+, þ.h65 on both

occasions), the possibility that the hypoglyceuric response night have been

caused by a cumr].ative effect of i¡rsulin should be dismissed.

Table I presents the change in blood glucose from the first blood

sample to the second blood sa.nrple which was taken 15 ninutes later. In-

spection of this table reveãls that the median change (zero) in blood

glucose level i¡r the acperimental group was significantly different fron

CHAHIER TIÏ

RESULTS
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Values of W.% glucose in

Test 2¡ difference scores

median difference scores,

E]CPERTMENTAT GRP.

5 OBSERVATIONS

I,O0

CONTROT. GRP"

6 ogSERv¿TIoNs

TA.BIE 1

the Mar¡r-tr{hi-tney U Test for Test 1 and

between first and second samples,

values of U, and the associated P-va1ues"

1ESÎ I

5,00

"nU:5

*'P : 
"041

0"0 0.0

3.OO

E]LPERIUENTAT" GRP"

5 OBSERVATIONS

3.OO 14.00

CONTR,OL GRP.

ó ons¡nv¿Trows

8"00 -14.00

U:15

P : ,535

0.0

8,00

2L

-5"0O Median: O

2.00 0.00 5.00

o.o

ÏEST 2

30,o0

8.00

Median: 4.0

l+.O0

6"oo 8.00

Median : /+.0

4.00 Median = 7.o
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the ¡nedian change (an increase) in blood glucose concentration in the eon-

trol group after six condi-tioning trials (U=5, F.O/+l), After 12 condition-

ing trials, however, as the lower portion of Table 1 shows, there ÏÊs no

significant di-fference between the ocperimental and control groups in their
blood glucose changes from sanlFle 1to gamFle 2 (u=15, Þ.535). These re-
sults suggest that the apparently weak, but statistically significant anti-
ci.patory hypoglyceuric response, becarne inhibited on the second test trial.
As depicted in Figure 1, the glycernic response of the experÍmental an:i¡n1s

to sali¡e i.:ajection closery followed that of the control group"

Tab1e 2 shows the change i-n blood glucose level from the second blood

sample to the third sa¡nple, taken 20 ninutes later, for both groups" After

six conditioning trialso the decrease in blood glucose level from SanFle 2

to Sa:nple 3 in the experimental group was significantly d:lfferent from the

increase jn blood glucose level for ttie same period in the control group

(U=O, F"OO2). Iiaking the same comparison after a further six conditioning

trials reveals a significant difference in blood glucose levels betrveen the

experimental and control group (F1, F"OO4)" These results, together with

those mentj-oned in the preceding paragraph, indicate that although there

Ïüas a rsli.ghtc anti-cipatory hypoglycernia after the fi-rst si-x conditioning

trials, the cond:itioned hypoglycenic response came to be associated almost
:exclusi-vely with the second injection procedure as is clearly shown in
Figure 1.

The overal*l trend in blood glucose change for each test sessi-onn is
depicted in Table J. These difference scores v¡ere derived from the change

in blood glucose from Sanrple I to Sanrple 3" Actually, they are the algebraic
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and Test 2: difference scores between second and

values of U, and the associated P-r¡a1ues.
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Va1ues of W.% glucose used in the l¡tann-irihitney U Test for Test I
and rest 2¡ difference scores between first and third sanples,

medi'an difference scores, values of U, and the associated p-m1ues.
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sum of the difference scores betwee¡r Sample I and Sanp1e 2, and between

Samples 2 and 3" After six conditioning trials, the decrease j:e blood g1u-

cose from SanFle 1 to Sa¡nple 3 in the e:rperi¡¡ental group, was significantly
different from the overal-l increase in btood glucose from Semple 1 to
ganrple 3 in the control group, (H, F.OO2). After 12 condition:ing trials,
however, blood glucose leve1s in the ex¡rerimental and control groups Ïrere

not significantry different from each other over the same perioa (LÞf,

Þ'089). An exanination of Figure I will help to explain this situation.

As shoÏ¡n in Figure 1, the median blood glucose ehange in the experimental

group from Sample I to 5¡mp1e 2 nas zero after six conditioning trialso As

a result there was no hyperglycenia after the first injection to subtract

from the distinct hypoglycemia after the second injection, as was na¡rifested

on the second test trial"



All investigators who have demonstrated conditioned hypoglycenia have

Ínterpreted their fi-nd:ings as a d.emonstration of Pavlovian condj-tioning of

a neurohumoral sustem. Although the investigation of a number of Pavlovian

conditionlng phenomena has not as yet been attenpted in this arear some of

the fundamental requirements of Pavlovian conditioning have been satisfied

by the present study.

In accordance with the above considerations it was hypothesised at the

outset of the study that by repeatedly presenting the subjects during the

conditioning trials with cues, wh'ich were e)rpected to become associated with

the UCR, for an interval of tj-me preceding the UCS, the subjects would

develop an ranticipationt of the UCS and display an anticipatory CR on the

test trials. Tl¡-ls reasoning was based on the principles of the development

of conditioned refle¡ces as discussed by Pavlov (Lecture lIIr 1927)" Tn

this lecture Pavlov described an e:çeriment by Dr. I{rXrlov of the Tashkent

Biological Ïaboratory in which he used apomorphine as a UCS in a classical

eonditioning study. He described the experiment in the followilg aanner:

It is well iarovn that the first effect of a hypodernic injecti.on of

norphine is to produce nausea with profirse secretion of saliva fo3-lowed

by vonriti-ng o.. Ðr, i{rylov however, observed when the iljection of

morphine was repeated regularly, that after five or six days the pre-

liminaries of the injection were thenselves, sufficient to produce all

CHAHTER TV
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of these syqptons..o Under these cirer¡¡nstances the symptons are now

the effect, not the norpiri.:re acting through the blood stream directly
on the voniting centre, but aLL the external stimrrli whj-ch prevj-ously

had preceded the injecti-on of morphlne. The con¡¡ection between the

morph5:re itself and the various signals may iJt this instance be very

renote, and i¡r the most striking cases all the s¡rmptoms could be pro-

duced by the dogs simFly seeing the e>cperi-mentere 'f¡ühere such a stjm-

ulus was i¡sufficient it was necessary to open the box containing the

syringe, to crop the fur over a sme1l area of skin and wipe with alcohol"

and perhaps even to i-nject some harmless fluid before the s¡rmptons

could be obtained ... (pavlov, I)21, p. 35)"

Inspection of Figure 1 shows that the results of this investigation

partially support the hypothesis in question. On the first test trial the

glycenic response of the e<perimental group (no change) to the first inject-
5-on plus the I5-¡iinute pre-e(posure to the cues of the condition-ing chainber,

was significantly different from the glycenic response of the control group

to the same stimuli. This indicates that the sti¡ruli preeeding the ínjection
procedure of insulin evoked a slight, though statistically signifi-cant anti-
cipatory CR ix the experimental an:i:nals, 0¡c the second test trial, however,

the results show that there was no appreciable difference in blood glucose

level between the experimental and control groups u:rder the same circum-

stances as above. rt appears that the concept of the developurent of

inhibition of delay as advanced by Pavlov (tgZl) may explain the absence of

an

in

anticipatory cR on the seeond test trial. Aecord:ing to pavlov (tgz7),

the early stages of condition:ing an unreinforced stimuLus preceding a
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reinforced condi.tioned stinulu¡.s, comes to elicit a fraction of the CR" How-

ever, as this situation is repeated this santicipatoryr response decreases

until- its r¡alue becomes z€roc Thus, in addition to the ap¡nrent denonstra-

tion of an anticipatory response, j"t seens that the classical cond:itioning

phenonenon of inbibition of delay was an important finding of the present

study" This ir¡h-ibition is not an i.ndependent feature, however, but the

product of the dynanûc interaction of the above tsub featuresl, i.e.n anti-

cipation of the UCS and the development of intribition to an r¡¡¡reinforceci

stimulus, It is possible, of course, that random variation in responses

which nay occur in a relatively small group of subjects nay also have

affected these results. The fact that a defi¡titive decrease in blood sugar

leve1 becarne nanifested enelusively duri.:ng the second interval on both test

trials, indicates that the experimental animals were perhaps capable of dis-

s¡inin¿ting between the r¡nreinf,orced stimuli, presented before the second

injection, and those they received after this point" T¡Ihether this discrim-

ination is based on temporal sti-nuli or upon external stinr¡lj- is unclear.

Perhaps this development of differentiation nay be attributed to the very

different physiological responses to salÍne and to insulin. This suggestion

gains support from the fact that previous studi-es (loloods, et. a1" , 1968;

19ó9) showed that the response by rats to injection of saline i-s a slight

hyperglyeetrria. AJ.so in the present study, Pavlovts (J}2?) proposition,

that the duration of the ti.me interval can acquire properties of a condi-

tioned stimulus, cannot be discounted. Thi-s situation is not dif,ficult to

envision, as it nay be recalled that each experÍmental session was composed

of two distinct interyals.
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A very noticeable feature of the results of the present study, an¿

others using rats as subjects (Ir'Ioodsn et. al", 19óB g. 196g), is the snall

si-ze of the CR as compared with those studies which used dogs as experimental_

subjectso As implied earlier, this difference in the nagnitude of the con-

ditioned hypoglycem'ie response between rats and dogs nay be attributable to

the nuch greater control achieved when dogs are used as ex¡lerimenta't sub-

jects in neurohumoral conditioning. Perhaps the hypothesis of the present

study could have been more reliably tested if dogs were used instead of

ratso In view of the difference in the degree of control achieved, and the

difference in the rnagnitude of the conditioned hypoglycenic response between

these species, this is i¡ fact one of those cases in which one can legiti-
mately argue that, the use of a larger and more convenient species to work

with e'g", the dog, is a much more reliable way of obtaini-ng accurate in-
foruation on a number of conditioning phenomena in this area of investiga-

tion. This denand may be Í-nterpreted as being analagous to a geneticistts

use of ÐrosophiJJa in genetie research or a neurologistls use of a neìlron

of the Giant Squid j.n neurological research.

It is conceivable that, studies Like the present investigation, may

be extended to reveal that nany types of operant behavior nay have founda-

tion on a classical conditioned responseo For example Balagura (f96S) has

suggested that his demonstration of conditioned instrr¡mental food getting

response night have been ericited by a conditioned hypoglycenia. grkov

(1956) mentioned an experiment j-n which he denonstrated a conditioned

increased metabolic rate by repeatedly pairing the injection of the hornone

thyrox5-ne w"ith a light as the CS, and on the test trial substituting saline
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for thyroxine. Experi^nents of this nature could be also used to denon-

strate that in rnny instances of operant conditi-oning there is an underly-

ing classically conditioned response, as increased netabolic rate, usual-ly

is accompanied by increased activity. As more and more of these rínternal¡

physiological responses become anenable to precise measurement as in the

case of conditioned hypoglycenia, the result nay produce a less dichotomous

state between operant conditioning and classj-cal conditioning. And the

operant conditioner Íray come to accept the fact that the organism is not

that teltrptyt after aI["

ûn the basis of the results, this investigation has demonstrated thatn

an tanticipatoryt conditioned hypoglycernic response ean occur in the initial
stage of conditioning, but that this response cha.nges Ínto an inh-ibitory

response after fi¡rther conditioning. The results also show the establish-

ment of differenti-ation in this type of neurohumoral, conditioni-ng"
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